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Abstract
Understanding the distinction between conscious and unconscious cognition remains a pri-
ority in psychology and neuroscience. A comprehensive neurocognitive account of conscious
awareness will not be possible without a sound framework to isolate and understand un-
conscious information processing. Here we provide a brain-based framework that allows the
identification of unconscious processes even with null effects on behaviour.
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Prior research has implicitly assumed that demonstrations of unconscious information
processing require a behavioural effect triggered by unconscious stimulation. Fundamental
challenges however remain to isolate unconscious information processing from behavioural
tests. Here we first review these challenges. Then we propose a novel framework that
leverages recent advances in neuroimaging technology and computational models to isolate
unconscious information processing from brain activity patterns. In this framework, be-
havioural effects from unconscious stimuli are dispensable to demonstrate the existence of
unconscious representations. Our framework can be used to predict whether or not uncon-
scious stimuli may influence behaviour.
Behavioural tests of unconscious processing
Over the last decade or so, there has been a palpable shift towards the use of subjective
reports to identify states of visual unawareness [1]. Trials on which observers report no
awareness of a stimulus are used to infer the properties of unconscious processing mechanisms
across multiple cognitive domains, including visual perception [2], learning and memory [3].
Relying on subjective measures of awareness to understand unconscious information pro-
cessing remains the subject of ongoing strong criticism [4]. One major concern is that weak
but above chance sensitivity may involve conscious knowledge in the service of behaviour
even when observers report no awareness of the information. Another is that subjective
reports of (un)awareness may not exhaustively reveal all relevant knowledge (i.e. observers
may not report knowledge held with very low confidence).
Current behavioural paradigms (e.g. subliminal priming, force-choice discrimination of
masked items followed by (in)visibility ratings), do not decisively meet all the different crite-
ria to measure awareness appropriately, namely, reliability, sensitivity, relevance, inmediacy
and exhaustiveness [4]. While subjective ratings are undeniably useful for understanding
conscious visual awareness, it seems clear that signal detection measures offer the best prin-
cipled way to demonstrate that an observer lacks awareness of the critical information (i.e.
null sensitivity). Figure 1 shows an example of the behavioural tests of visual awareness us-
ing subjective ratings and objective measures based on signal detection theory, and further
illustrates the possibility that brain measures can reveal unconscious information processing
even with null sensitivity at the behavioural level.
A brain-based framework
Unconscious events associated with null perceptual or mnemonic sensitivity may only
produce weak effects on the guidance of behaviour. Importantly, demonstrating the absence
of behavioural effects from unconscious stimuli may be taken as evidence against the ex-
istence of unconscious processing. Crucially, in the framework we propose here this need
not be the case. We contend that the representation of unconsciously processed items can
be isolated through fine-grained analyses of brain activity patterns even in the context of
behavioural protocols that are associated with null sensitivity. Moreover, this approach
can reveal types of unconscious processes that would be missed if only studying conditions
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that yield significant effects of unconscious items on behaviour. Leveraging the power of
advanced neuroimaging technology, developments in machine learning and computational
models, has the potential to uncover the properties of unconscious representations and un-
conscious information processing from analyses of brain activity patterns. In line with our
framework, a number of reports have revealed brain markers of unconscious information
processing in the absence of effects on behaviour, in syntactic and semantic processing [5, 6]
and short-term memory tasks [7], but these have thus far been largely confined to standard
uni/multi-variate contrasts.
The framework we propose also has the potential to circumvent problems associated
with the use of subjective reports in the study of unconscious processing. In particular,
when unconscious processes are assessed under protocols with above chance objective and/or
diagnostic subjective measures, the neural correlates of unconscious information processing
may be confounded with the neural correlates of attendant cognitive functions that are
associated with (conscious) access – for example, search, decision making, verbal report,
and response selection (see [8] for a counterpart contention in the evaluation of the neural
correlates of consciousness).
Exploiting machine learning, pattern analyses and computational models
Figure 2 illustrates some of the approaches currently used in our lab to uncover the brain
representation of unconsciously processed information. These include the use of transfer
learning based on models pre-trained using conscious items that are re-used to characterise
unconscious knowledge. The potential of transfer learning lies in the re-use of pre-trained
models from different experiments/domains/task/stimuli to address the common and dis-
tinct brain representational spaces across different states of (un)awareness. Another key
area is the analysis of the dis-similaries between the brain representations of conscious and
unconscious items through the use of computational models. These can also be used to
characterize the dynamics of the brain representations across states of (un)awareness (see
Figure 2 for details).
One example of the empirical and theoretical questions that this framework can tackle
is the extent to which the representation of unconscious items map onto the brain activity
patterns associated with conscious counterparts. How unconscious and conscious states differ
during information processing remains unclear. For instance, the global neuronal workspace
model proposes distinctive functional architectures supporting conscious processes (global,
large-scale, dynamic and sustained) and non-conscious processing (local, domain-specific and
transient) [1]. Our proposed framework can be used to identify the common and distinct
brain activity patterns that support (un)conscious representations, under conditions that
mitigate the confounding effects from downstream processes related to subjective reporting
on the contents of consciousness. More broadly, this framework can be used to determine
whether a particular brain activity pattern is sufficient to be associated with a particular
level of (un)conscious processing and/or representational state.
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Unconscious processing across domains
A key issue is the extent to which unconscious information processing in this frame-
work can be isolated across multiple cognitive domains of perception, learning and memory,
language and emotion. For instance, implicit learning studies involve acquiring knowledge
about complex spatiotemporal regularities for visible items. Concluding that the knowledge
is unconscious has often been based on subjective awareness tests that do not meet stringent
criteria (Figure 1; see [4]). One solution would be to investigate brain markers of implicit
learning both in the absence and presence of behavioural sensitivity in the knowledge tests
[12].
Addressing the dynamic transitions between unconscious and conscious knowledge states
during learning remains a challenge. This research will benefit from the development of
algorithms for multidimensional time series analyses to discover the properties of the brain
representations as they transition between conscious and unconscious informational states
during learning.
More generally we believe the impact of our framework is likely to be most substantial
when studying higher-order cognition because here it has been difficult to investigate above
chance performance without awareness.
Caveats
Our framework does not fully address the extent to which unconscious information pro-
cessing influences behaviour. We think our proposal is a special case in which a reduc-
tionist neuroscience approach is needed to circumvent the long-held concerns with existing
approaches to unconscious information processing. The framework however could be de-
veloped to test whether or not and when an unconscious representation is associated with
behaviour when a particular brain pattern is present or absent, irrespectively of first-person
report.
Another caveat is that by enforcing null behavioural sensitivity we run the risk of reduc-
ing the detectability of the brain signal for decoding unconscious information processing.
Developments in behavioural protocols will thus be needed to optimise the signal in brain
measures that can be obtained under conditions of null behavioural sensitivity.
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Figure 1: Testing unconscious information processing with behavioural and brain measures. In
a typical scenario, an observer provides subjective reports about a target stimulus using different measures of
awareness (e.g. perceptual visibility or confidence ratings) and also provides specific categorical judgements
("animal"). Different measures of the observer’s awareness are collected (e.g. visibility and confidence
ratings, post-decision wagers etc). However, meeting all the criteria for a thorough assessment of the
observer’s awareness -e.g. the reliability, sensitivity, exhaustiveness of tests [4]- can be challenging. Signal
detection theory (SDT) alongside carefully designed experiments and analytical methods can meet the
different criteria that are needed to assess awareness precisely. Within a SDT model, the area under the
curve (auc) that relates the rate of response hits and false alarms is 0.5 when the observer lacks sensitivity
and randomly classifies the relevant information (auc = 1 means optimal sensitivity for classification).
It should be noted that because signal detection thresholds may vary across different testing sessions, any
awareness test using signal detection measures must be contained in the same experimental session that aims
to demostrate behavioural or brain effects from unconscious items, rather than post-hoc as typically happens
in subliminal priming studies [1]. A combination of moment-to-moment subjective reports of (un)awareness
with signal detection measures is also useful to probe the lack of sensitivity for items rated as unaware by
observers. We propose that behavioural measures of consciousness are dissociable from brain measures. In
particular, it is possible that even when the observer lacks sensitivity to the relevant information (auc =
0.5), measures of brain activity can be used to decode relevant information from the unconscious stimuli.
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Figure 2: Uncovering unconscious brain representations with computational models. A:
Using transfer learning, the decoding of unconscious representations may be improved through the
transfer of knowledge from related conscious representations. This can be investigated through
the re-use of pre-trained classification models or unsupervised representational learning. The latter
is usually achieved through a multi-layered neural network [9]. As shown, the final weights of
the source network trained on brain data from conscious items are used to initialize the first few
layers (in green) of the target network and extract relevant features for the learning of unconscious
items. This target network may also comprise a few untrained layers (in blue) that are fine-tuned
using brain data from unconscious items. B: Representational dissimilarity analyses can address
which computational (i.e. encoding) models (e.g. V1,HMAX-C2, RADON or semantic models such
as Word2vec) exhibit the strongest correlation with the brain activity patterns associated with
unconscious items, and assess how they differ from the representations of conscious counterparts.C:
Temporal generalization methods can reveal dynamic properties of unconscious representations over
time (i.e. metastability) by training a classifier to discriminate the relevant information content at a
given time point and testing it in the remaining time points [10]. This approach has provided insight
into the maintenance in working memory of items masked from visual awareness [10], although this
remains to be tested for items associated with null sensitivity. (continued on the next page)
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Figure 2 (previous page): D: Informational connectivity analyses can inform how inter-areal exchange
of information differ between conscious and unconscious processes. This is given by the temporal
correlations in classification accuracy revealed by multivoxel pattern classifiers across brain areas
[11].
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